
This large area of 
white and red do 
not have a lot of 
detail and would 
be fine on a 110 

mesh for solid 
coverage

MESH NUMBERS? 
Mesh numbers are 
listing how many 
opening are in a square 
inch area. So a 110 
mesh screen will have 
110 openings for ink to 
go through. The more 
the openings, the 
higher the number, and 
consequently the 
smaller the openings. 
Smaller openings will 
allow for the emulsion 
to hold finer detail and 
will also limit the 
amount of ink that is 
deposited.  

MESH DIAMETER  
Often times you will see 
a second number listed 
after the mesh count 
(ex. 135-48) the 135 is 
the mesh count, and 
the 48 is the diameter 
of the actual thread. 
This is something worth 
looking at, as the 
smaller the diameter, 
the larger the openings 
are able to be. So with 
the 135-48 mesh 
example, it will have 
more openings than a 
110, but almost the 
same size openings

These purple 
Halftones were 
printed on a 
230 mesh to 
hold fine detail

Photo realistic 
prints look 
crisp  with 
high mesh 
counts like this 
one made with 

305’s

Halftone Rule of thumb 
Whatever the art output LPI 
(lines per inch) multiplied 
by 5.  

EX- standard LPI is 45, so if 
printing Halftones, 
45x5=225, meaning a 230 
mesh is the minimum 
recommended 

110 mesh 196 mesh 230 mesh
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Mesh Cheat Sheet 
What are the mesh counts and what are they used for

Mesh under microscope at 50x zoom
LOW MESH

Mesh count Use

30-61 mesh

very course mesh counts. Commonly 
preferred for shimmer, glitters and high 
density inks. These inks are thicker or 
have large particles that can not pass 
through finer mesh counts

80 (86)  a course mesh for  heavy ink deposit for 
high opacity. Some metallic inks will 
need this mesh as well as heavier 
underbases for athletic prints.

MEDIUM MESH
Mesh count Use

110-135
a medium course screen, it is by far the 
industries choice as the "go-to" mesh. 
Great for spot colors and text. 

156

Standard and most used mesh, good for 
open area and limiting large deposits of 
ink while still having good coverage 

196
Fine line detail often used for limiting 
thinner inks from bleeding. Often used 
for tag printing.

230
Fine mesh screen. Most common for 
Halftones and basic mesh for simulated 
and process printing 

HIGH MESH
Mesh count Use

305

Most common for high detail printing. 
Used to limit dots from gaining size and 
holds smallest dot patterns out of all 
meshes listed here


